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Imagine a world in which wind energy is dispatchable,
following a set point from the system operator just like other power plants.
Is this a future dream that will only happen with massive storage or other
breakthroughs? No, not at all—it is happening now in major parts of North
America and Europe. The implementation is straightforward with the right
wind forecasts for the dispatch process, and in turn this creates more market participation and higher value for forecasts in other time frames.
Several power systems now integrate wind energy into their securityconstrained economic dispatch (SCED) or real-time redispatch processes,
allowing the dispatch of wind plants along with conventional power plants
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The business case for investing in better wind forecasts
requires clear value propositions based on real costs and benefits
in the evolving energy markets and systems.
based on current grid conditions and economic offers. In
North American power markets, the critical advancement has
been to incorporate wind plants in the 5-min dispatch process
using a forecast that is updated within just a few minutes of
the dispatch. For this purpose, the current power output of
the wind plant (used directly as a persistence forecast or as an
input to other short-term forecast methods) is easy to obtain
and has relatively low error rates.
We will discuss the general wind power forecast error
curve and how several power systems have exploited the
shape of this curve to successfully incorporate significant
amounts of wind energy at very low cost. We will examine
some of these systems in more detail to better understand
how wind variability and wind forecast uncertainty are efficiently handled through these approaches. But we will also
show that these elegant approaches for integrating wind into
dispatch, although quite simple from a weather forecasting
point of view, actually clarify the requirements and increase
the value of sophisticated wind power forecasts in other
time frames and for additional users. Taken together, these
approaches can efficiently and reliably incorporate wind
energy in power system operations and power markets.

What Is Dispatch?
Wind energy is often criticized as “not being dispatchable,”
implying that conventional generators can provide a desired
amount of power when needed but that variable generation
like wind and solar cannot. In fact, many conventional generators would fail to qualify as dispatchable under this definition. For example, large thermal and nuclear power plants
are quite constrained in their ability to change their output to
a desired amount of power and must be operated with careful
consideration of their start-up times, minimum run times,
and ramp-rate limitations.
Because all types of generators have limitations, power
system operators go through a careful process of scheduling and starting generators that they may need for the
coming days and hours (“unit commitment”). Then, in
real-time operations, the system operator informs each
generator of the precise level of output that it expects to
receive from them (“dispatch”). The nomenclature and
time intervals may vary among systems, but for all of the
centralized power markets in North America the dispatch
interval is every 5 min.
Unit commitment and dispatch is a rolling optimization process for matching the generation to the expected
demand. In the day (or even several days) ahead, the unit
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commitment process can schedule slower-starting units
like large coal plants. Within the day, the unit commitment
process may add or change faster-starting units but is constrained by some of the decisions that were made earlier.
Then in real time, the dispatch process instructs each generator to provide a specific amount of power for the realtime period. In many systems, the unit commitment and
dispatch logic is virtually identical, but the pool of generators that can be started will change based on the remaining
time available.
The ultimate test is how well everything fits together
in real-time operations. The real-time dispatch focuses on
knowing the current output of a generator and then instructing it to either maintain that level or change to a different
output level within the capabilities of the generator’s equipment. Wind energy is quite flexible if it is configured to
follow a dispatch signal—it can usually adjust output very
quickly within the range between zero and the power available from the wind—while many conventional units on the
other hand ramp slowly and within a more limited range. So
dispatch is not about arbitrarily telling a generator how much
power to produce. It is much more about knowing how much
power will be available in the dispatch period and making
adjustments to optimize the overall system.
Predictability of output is an important consideration, but
this is true for all types of generators since even conventional generators cannot perfectly follow their dispatch signals and may fail to deliver the power expected of them. But
is the predictability of wind comparable to that of other generators? Can we treat wind power plants like conventional
generators and fully incorporate them into the rolling unit
commitment and dispatch processes to optimize the entire
system? To answer this question, we must start by understanding the predictability of wind power.

The Wind Power Forecast Error Curve
When we examine wind forecast error over a typical forecast
horizon, the error curve has the general shape shown in
Figure 1. The figure shows the mean absolute error (MAE)
of the wind power forecast for a modestly sized power system. Forecast errors would be higher for a single wind power
plant than for a group of geographically dispersed wind
plants, but the distinctive shape of the error curve would
remain largely the same.
The plot shows lines for both a persistence forecast and
a wind power forecast based on state-of-the-art wind power
prediction models. A persistence forecast simply uses the
november/december 2013
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This accuracy over the initial 10 min of the forecast is an
extremely important observation figure 2. A conceptual view of error for the first hour of a wind power forecast.
Note that forecast error increases very rapidly over the first hour, so a 10-min-ahead
that is exploited by the successful
forecast has much lower error than an hour-ahead forecast. (Courtesy of WEPROG.)
dispatch methods we will discuss
next. Most power systems provide a
dispatch set point for each power plant and expect the plant Approaches for 5-min Dispatch of Wind
to ramp to that value, with financial penalties for straying out- The New York Independent System Operator (NYISO) has
side of a tolerance window. Modern wind power plants can been dispatching wind since 2009. It incorporates economic
ramp extremely quickly and control their output quite closely. offers from wind plants into the same 5-min SCED process
While wind variability may influence output within the dis- with which all generators are evaluated to maintain the syspatch period, moving the forecast time close to the dispatch tem. NYISO uses its wind forecast to predict the output of
period means that wind variability during the dispatch period each wind plant over the next 5–60 min time horizon. For
is similar in magnitude to the dispatch variability of conven- each time step, NYISO determines the output level at which
tional generators.
the wind plant is economic to operate by using the economic
november/december 2013
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short-term forecasts. AESO economically
dispatches conventional generators in real
time
and
recently
conducted a pilot project to see if wind
offer curve supplied by the wind plant. If the wind plant is
only economic at an output level that is lower than its forecast could also be dispatched and participate in the energy marlevel, NYISO will send a redispatch signal to the wind plant, ket. The results were very promising, with wind plants able
requiring the wind plant to reduce its output to its economic to stay within +/– 5 MW of their dispatch signals 96% of
level (and not to exceed it by more than 3%). If the wind plant the time if they were allowed to restate their volume using a
is economic at its full forecast output level, then the wind 10-min interval. Given the results of the pilot study, AESO
plant is permitted to operate at any output level. This dis- is currently investigating options for allowing wind dispatch.
patch evaluation occurs every 5 min. Note that this dispatch
process effectively means that a wind plant is required to Analysis of Wind Variability
reduce its output only when it is the most economic resource and Uncertainty in ERCOT
to solve a system constraint and can otherwise deliver all its The terms variability and uncertainty are often used
available energy.
quite loosely when discussing wind energy; some even
A somewhat similar approach is used by ERCOT, the inde- call wind intermittent and unpredictable. Wind power
pendent system operator (ISO) in Texas. As shown in Figure 3, is variable, but it is quite predictable and especially so
ERCOT uses the wind plant’s power output at the start of each for the next few minutes, as discussed above. As the time
5-min dispatch period as the dispatch instruction unless the period being forecast is extended further into the future,
plant is being economically curtailed because of congestion or uncertainty grows due to the challenges of weather foreprice. In effect, this is a “T-0” persistence wind power forecast casting, but wind output seldom has the intermittency that
(the forecast value is whatever the plant is producing right now we associate with contingency events in the power system
or if curtailed, what the plant could be producing if it were such as the abrupt and unpredicted loss of a large generanot curtailed). As with NYISO, the wind power plant is only tor or transmission line.
required to follow the dispatch set point (and not exceed it
Variability is also a much clearer concept once we view it
by more than 10%) when curtailed but can otherwise deliver in terms of the dispatch process. As we saw in Figure 3, for a
all the energy that the wind provides. This approach should system that is dispatching wind on a 5-min basis, variability
generally limit the exposure of the power system to wind vari- can largely be viewed as the deviations from the dispatch set
ability to the area shaded in grey.
point for that 5-min period. Even this tends to overstate wind
The Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) variability as compared with the variability of conventional
has taken this a step further by expecting wind to follow generators to a degree, since conventional generators often
the 5-min dispatch set point at all times. Under MISO’s dis- use most of the dispatch period to ramp toward their new set
patchable intermittent resource (DIR) tariff, wind plants point or may not be able to smoothly control the generator
are subject to the same financial charges as any other gen- power output during the dispatch period and are therefore
erator if they are repeatedly outside of a standard dispatch quite variable for those dispatch periods. But we will use this
tolerance band (generally 8%) in either direction. MISO simplified view for now.
november/december 2013

Given this view, what is the cost of this wind variability
in a system that is dispatching wind? ERCOT uses regulation
(the ancillary service used to balance fast changes over seconds and minutes) to cover this variability and has approximately 10,000 MW of installed wind that provided just over
9% of the ERCOT system’s energy in 2012. David Maggio at
ERCOT carried out a detailed analysis of 2011 data, analyzing the month-by-month regulation requirements for wind
variability as compared with what would have been used if
the wind energy had no variability what so ever (i.e., retaining just the variability of the load and other conventional
power plants). He calculated the cost of this additional regulation at market rates and found the system-wide cost to be
about US$490,800 per month for typical months in the study
period. This cost of variability, as it is viewed in ERCOT
with its wind dispatch method, equates to about US$0.21 per
MWh of wind energy delivered to the ERCOT system.
There is much more to running a power system than
just dispatch, of course, and integrating the wind energy
into the day-ahead unit commitment process is also critical for economic and reliable operations. Like most other
ISOs, ERCOT has a centralized wind forecast that is based
on numerical weather prediction models and tuned to provide wind power forecasts for the day-ahead unit commitment process and other intraday periods. These forecasts
let the ISO analyze the planned mix of generation units
and determine if additional commitment of generation is
necessary.
As we saw in the error curves above, the wind forecast error rate is much higher in the hours-ahead and dayahead time frame; therefore, the day-ahead wind forecast
error will sometimes cause disruptions from the optimal
day-ahead plan (just as load forecast errors, forced generator outages due to unexpected problems, and transmission
line failures do). The system operator typically deals with
such errors using the real-time dispatch (purchasing additional energy from those generators who offer it); spinning
reserves for fast events such as breaker trips; nonspinning
reserves for slower events or to replenish spinning reserve
needs; or generation unit commitments.
ERCOT has recognized that deviations from the dayahead wind power forecast (i.e., wind forecast uncertainties)
are relatively slow events, and it uses nonspinning reserves
for the wind deviations that cannot be covered by the realtime energy market. David Maggio did an analysis—similar
to the one done for regulation cost—of the cost of this uncertainty in the ERCOT market, comparing the actual costs of
nonspinning reserves with what they would have been with a
perfect day-ahead wind power forecast. He found the systemwide cost to be approximately US$1 million per month for
typical months in the study period. Viewed in this way, the
cost of day-ahead uncertainty in ERCOT equates to about
US$0.44 per MWh of wind energy.
All told, the costs of variability and uncertainty are small
relative to the value of the energy in the ERCOT market,
november/december 2013

where average energy prices have been in the range of
US$25–$55 per MWh in recent years. For a system like
ERCOT that efficiently dispatches wind and uses energy
dispatch and nonspinning reserves for wind uncertainty, the
cost of wind variability and uncertainty appears to be on the
order of 1–2% of the energy value.

Day-Ahead Forecasts
and Unit Commitment
Most power systems use the day-ahead unit commitment
process as a cornerstone for operations, and most power
markets also focus on the day-ahead market for energy and
ancillary services. The day-ahead time frame is typically
used when the overall operating plan for the next day is
put in place, including the selection of large thermal plants
that may take many hours to start up so that they are ready
when needed. The importance of using a good wind power
forecast in the day-ahead unit commitment process has been
widely discussed, and most power systems are now doing
so, since ignoring the expected wind energy would lead to a
nonoptimal plan.
There clearly is value in a better day-ahead wind power
forecast, with both lower error and more certainty, but just
how much value is there, and how can we make better dayahead forecasts? Does the value of better forecasts accrue
mostly to market participants and traders? Or is there significant value to system operators from better day-ahead
forecasts even after they have evolved efficient operating
practices (as discussed above in the ERCOT “cost of uncertainty” analysis)? These questions are still surprisingly difficult to answer.
The value of a better forecast also varies based on the
state of the power system at a given point in time. For example, consider the simplified dispatch stacks in Figure 4. Stack
A has 200 MW of headroom (green) and 100 MW of downward room (blue), while the situation in Stack B is reversed.
The system operator facing the Stack A scenario would likely

Dispatch
Stack A
+200

Dispatch
Stack B
+100
–200

–100

figure 4. Two simplified scenarios for the dispatch stack of
conventional generators: (a) one with more headroom and
(b) the other with more “foot room.”
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place more value on a forecast that could accurately predict
an increase in wind energy that would reduce the net load
by more than 100 MW, because at that point some generation may need to be curtailed (or responsive load increased).
Conversely, the system operator facing the Stack B scenario
would likely put a high value on information regarding the
likelihood that the wind power will decrease by 100 MW
or more, which would necessitate additional dispatch that is
currently out of reach.
While day-ahead wind power forecasts will continue to
improve, the day-ahead predictive intervals around the forecast are not yet as sharp and reliable as we would like them
to be. For example, a system operator might want to have
97.5% confidence that no less than a given amount of wind
energy will be available a day ahead in order to apply that
amount toward its reliability requirement. Improving the
confidence in next-day forecasts will make the wind energy
more valuable in the day-ahead unit commitment process.
Forecasts are likely to improve as wind projects and technologies mature. Improvements in forecast quality become
more visible as more wind plants come online, with forecasters gaining sufficient data for analysis and better understanding of the relationships among wind plants and among
regions in the system footprint. Similarly, forecast users
learn how to use both the forecast values and the confidence
intervals around the values for their operating decisions.
Both forecasters and forecast users benefit from improving
computing capabilities that can handle more complex models and additional scenarios in a timely way. The weather
models that are an integral part of wind power forecasts are
also continuing to improve at a moderate but steady pace,
from both public and private entities, contributing to ongoing improvements in forecast quality.

Intraday Forecasts and Ramping
One of the other frontiers of wind forecasting is the intraday period between the day-ahead plan and the reality of
the 5-min dispatch. As load and generation vary from the
day-ahead plan, is the system set up appropriately to deal
with the changes? If these changes require faster power ramp
rates than planned, do the generators in the dispatch queue
have the flexibility to meet the need? Reliable and accurate
intraday wind energy forecasts with a focus on better prediction of rapid system-wide changes in wind energy output
(wind power ramps) would clearly help operators anticipate
the changes and set up the power system to respond in an
economic and reliable way.
Forecasts in this one- to six-hour-ahead time frame are an
active area of development in the wind forecast community.
A wide range of technologies is being pursued, including
the use of higher-resolution forecast models, additional data
assimilated into regional (mesoscale) models, probabilistic
forecast methods, and statistical or learning system methods that focus on identifying the possibility of large and
sudden changes in wind energy output rather than simply
50
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minimizing average error. Additional observations and measurements have the potential for improving ramp forecasts,
but the challenge is to clearly demonstrate the value of the
improvements relative to the additional costs and complexity.
Articulating the value of better forecasts, the contributions
of various enhancements, and the alignment of incentives
with costs for additional observations and more advanced
forecasting are active topics of discussion.
The value of intraday forecasts also varies, depending on
the characteristics of the power system, the market design,
and the perspective of the system operator. For example, the
operator of a large system in which all generators (including
wind plants) are dispatched may be less concerned about wind
ramping (because it has plenty of flexibility) than the operator
of another system with few generators available for dispatch
or with must-run constraints on its generation. Similarly, a
system that performs the unit commitment function several
times a day might benefit from forecasts that are made available just prior to performing those commitments, whereas
the same forecasts would have limited (if any) value in a system that does commitment only once a day. The perception
of ramping and variability changes dramatically depending
on the depth of the dispatch stack (the number of units available to be dispatched up and/or down); the diversity of the
fleet (in terms of both geography and fuel); how much of the
movement can be absorbed through the normal operation of
the real-time dispatch; and the availability of other resources,
including nonspinning reserves and short-term transactions.
The value of wind ramp forecasts also tends be higher during
seasons in which wind output is high and makes up a larger
percentage of total generation, and it will increase further as
wind penetration levels increase in the future.
Challenges also remain in understanding how such forecasts will be used. For example, ERCOT has had a rampforecasting system for several years, but the forecast is used
to provide situational awareness to the operator and does
not directly feed into dispatch or commitment systems.
Increasing the confidence around the forecast is important,
since the operator will not be able to act decisively without sufficient certainty around the occurrence, timing, and
amplitude of ramps.
The impact of uncertainty grows as the system moves
toward real-time operations. The day-ahead time frame has
the luxury of focusing on economics because there is always
the safety net of less efficient but more flexible resources that
can be dispatched at a later time. But as one approaches real
time, the options become increasingly limited and expensive.
There is growing interest in how to obtain and measure
system flexibility. The use of demand response, microgrids,
and other related technologies may also change the traditional view of real-time operations. These changes will
require a more holistic understanding of the interplay
between variable generation, system flexibility, and demandside responses. This will likely make intraday forecasts
more valuable and important as we seek to optimize an
november/december 2013

The business case for investing in better wind forecasts
requires clear value propositions based on real costs and benefits
in the evolving energy markets and systems.
increasingly rich and complex system. On the other hand,
greater flexibility in the nonwind generation fleet could
reduce the value of forecasts if units can be started more
quickly and economically, thereby making variability less
costly to manage.

Different Philosophies
for Wind and Power Systems
Our discussion has focused mostly on North American electricity markets, but these market designs are certainly not
the only valid approach. In fact, they have some disadvantages when it comes to integrating wind energy. Most North
American power markets are based on a nodal market design,
where every generator must perform individually. Aggregating multiple wind plants together substantially reduces forecast errors and variability, but if nodal markets do not allow
such aggregation for power scheduling, wind energy can be
at a significant competitive disadvantage because of the variable nature of the wind as compared with other fuel sources.
Other approaches also work well and have some advantages. Various European markets, for example, are based
on zonal market designs with hourly schedules. They typically allow many dispersed wind turbines to be aggregated
and scheduled as a group into the zonal markets, thereby
taking advantage of the dramatic reduction in forecast
error from geographic aggregation. To some extent, this
approach reflects the nature of wind energy development in
some parts of Europe, where it is typical to find thousands
of small wind projects rather than the large wind projects
that have been developed in North America. The aggregation approach is a very effective way to reduce overall wind
uncertainty and create value for better wind forecasts for
the hours and days ahead.
In addition to the value of aggregated forecasting and
market participation, increasing the visibility and control
of wind energy is desirable from the viewpoint of a system
operator, and solutions that provide these benefits are now
well established in Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Spain, and
other countries. Third-party entities or utility renewables
desks typically aggregate regional groups of wind turbines
and submit schedules to the transmission system operators
(TSOs) or market operators. Increasingly, there are market
incentives or obligations for producers that encourage wind
plants to offer more visibility and control to the TSO.
There are pros and cons to both the zonal and nodal
approaches when it comes to integrating wind energy.
Zonal markets can aggregate multiple wind plants to reduce
november/december 2013

forecasting errors and variability, and faster dispatch may be
useful but not required. Nodal markets are based on the individual dispatch of every generator, allowing granular analysis of local transmission congestion and precise methods for
valuing and responding to such congestion, but do not work
very well for integrating wind energy without the dispatch
methods that were previously discussed. Both approaches
can work, however, and the driving factor is often the philosophy around power market design.

Financial Traders and Their Role
in Improving Forecasts
Appropriate market rules let wind generators be full market participants, and this grows the financial value for better wind forecasts. But other market participants may also
drive investments for improved wind forecasting. The role
of financial trading (sometimes called speculative trading
or convergence bidding) is not always appreciated, but it is
interesting to think about its role as a user of wind power
forecasts.
Different types of wind forecast users have very different
motivations. A system operator is primarily concerned with
the reliable and economic operation of its power system,
and while a better forecast is always desirable it might not
significantly alter the production cost, reserves, or operating practices of the system operator. Wind plant owners look
to maximize the revenue from their investment in the wind
plants but may prefer long-term hedge positions to being
subject to price risk in the energy market. Utilities purchasing wind power through long-term power purchase contracts
may also have a low tolerance for price risk or be averse
to active trading in the market. Financial traders are on the
other side of all these issues.
Financial traders increase market liquidity and trading
volume, and cause price convergence between markets or
locations within the market as they seek to profit from the
opportunity created by the spread (difference) between prices
in different markets. A common example is when a trader
agrees to buy (or sell) power in the day-ahead market at some
specific hour and then must unwind that offer by selling (or
buying) exactly that same amount of power in the real-time
market. If all market participants in the system had perfect
information (i.e., if they knew everything in advance), then the
spread would always be zero. In theory, more efficient markets
are characterized by a reduced spread, and several of the U.S.
power markets have shown reductions in the spread once they
allowed financial trading of electricity.
ieee power & energy magazine
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the intelligent use of additional forecasts and information by
market participants and scheduling centers.
Overall, recent experience suggests a strong future for
wind energy and other variable but predictable renewable
energy sources. The business case for investing in better
wind forecasts requires clear value propositions based on
real costs and benefits in the evolving energy markets and
systems. The integration of wind energy requires rules that
are appropriate to the generators and fuel sources that will
contribute to our future power system. While there is much
more to do, we can see the path forward, and it leads to an
increasingly reliable, flexible, sustainable, and economic
power system.

Since financial traders are willing to deal with higher
levels of risk on individual transactions—winning some and
losing some—they can exploit information that is better but
not perfect. They are also willing to pay for marginally better information, such as a more accurate wind power forecast, if it provides them with even a slight advantage. Given
the growing influence of wind energy in many markets, traders are becoming consumers of wind-forecasting products
for the same reasons that they use information on outages,
transmission congestion, and load forecasts.
As good customers for wind power forecasts, traders
may fund technical advances leading to better forecasts.
In the short run, traders will implicitly incorporate the better forecasts into the market through their trading positions.
New advances in wind-forecasting methods will eventually
become more generally known and available to other users
of wind forecasts. In the meantime, increased market liquidity will provide benefits to other market participants that have
a lower tolerance for risk, including wind plant owners and
system operators.
Traditional generators also have large financial stakes in
energy markets, so their use of wind energy forecasts is also
likely to increase and may help drive innovation. In addition
to providing information to the physical and financial trading floors of large utilities and independent power producers,
wind forecasts will begin to drive outage and maintenance
decisions for traditional generators. Just as wind generators
should optimize their outages around periods of low wind,
it may increasingly make sense for traditional generators
to optimize their outages around periods of high wind and
solar generation.
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Conclusions
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As we gain experience from integrating more wind energy
in markets and systems around the world, we are beginning
to determine the relative value provided by changing operating and market rules, augmenting the flexibility of generation and demand, and improving the accuracy of wind energy
forecasts. There will always be value in better wind power
forecasts, whether to the system operator or the energy traders. But the evolution of operating practices and market rules
will often have a larger initial impact, and it is important to
appropriately align rules with forecasting capabilities and
time horizons. As these rules further evolve to accommodate
growing amounts of wind energy in logical ways, this will
also clarify the research and development requirements for
wind power forecasting.
While there were heated discussions around the role of
centralized wind forecasting just a few years ago, there is
now a better appreciation for both forecasts for the system
operator and independent forecasts for market participants.
In the end, it is not an either/or solution but an appreciation
of the merits of both. Today, most parties are becoming comfortable with making the system operator’s forecasts publicly
available in some form, and as markets mature we are seeing
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